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“A person’s perceptions and 
responses that result from the 
use and/or anticipated use of a 
product, system or service.”!

BREAKING NEWS: ISO saves the day!!

ISO 9241-210 (2010)!

User Experience!

the interpreter, who receives and interprets the information from the performer, and 
(3) the communicator, who uses the system on behalf of an organization or third party 
to communicate offers to a customer. In Ågerfalk’s definition [3], the performer 
corresponds with Faulkner’s [1] direct user, the interpreter corresponds to the remote 
user, while the communicator relates to the indirect user. In the first three columns of 
Table 1, we attempt to show how the different end-user categories correspond to each 
other. We note that the correspondence is somewhat blurry and inexact since the 
categories are defined differently.  

Table 1.  Different end-user categorizations and how they relate to each other. 

Faulkner [1] Eason [2] Ågerfalk [3] This study  

Direct user Primary user Performer Primary user 

Indirect-user Secondary user Communicator Secondary user 

Remote user Tertiary user Interpreter Secondary user 

Support user (Tertiary user) N/A N/A 

 

2.2   Secondary user 

It is the authors’ impression that designers and developers to some extent are aware 
of the peripheral end-user groups, i.e. those who do not directly interact with the 
systems, but that few actually design for them. They mainly take the direct/primary 
user into account when designing system. Thorough work is often done in identifying 
stakeholders in the requirements process, but end-users are mainly considered those 
who directly interact with the system (e.g. [4]).  

The current usability definition, ISO 9241-11:1998 [5], does not distinguish 
between different end-users. However, a number of HCI publications refer to a 1997 
draft of the definition. This version contained a reference to people that does not 
directly interact with the system: “[Satisfaction is] the comfort and acceptability of 
the work system to its users and other people affected by its use” (our emphasis). 
However, this reference to “other people” was omitted in the final version of the 
usability standard (see [6] for an example).  

In many use situations, especially from client-service relations, the primary users 
of information systems are engaged in face-to-face interaction with customers. This 
may for example be a client making deposits in a bank, a globetrotter booking a flight 
in a travel agency, or a customer buying products in a shop. This types of users are 
recognized by the following characteristics:  

 
! They are interacting with the primary user, who interacts with the system. 
! They are not (or in little extent) interacting directly with the system themselves. 
! They rely on the primary user to obtain information from the system. 
! They are influenced by the primary user’s experiences with the system (e.g. 

effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, etc.)  
 

End users!
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System! End-user!

System! Primary user! System! Secondary user!
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System! Primary user! Secondary user!

Secondary user experience is defined as 
a person's perceptions and responses 
that result from another user's use of a 
product, system or service”!

BREAKING NEWS: Ole saves the secondary users!!

OLE 0001-01: 2010!

Secondary User Experience!

“$Secondary user experience is defined as 
the user experience of the secondary 
users”!

“$
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Satisfaction as ‘the comfort and acceptability of the work 
system to its users and other people affected by its use.’!

From draft of ISO 9241:11 (1997)!

From ISO 9241:11 (1998)!

 Secondary 

 user experience! 

Satisfaction measures the extent to which users are free 
from discomfort, and their attitudes towards the use of 
the product. !

Usability!

Examples of secondary user experiences!

Pair programming!

Travel agency!

Doctor-patient consultation!

Grocery shop!
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Driver!

Navigator!

Pair programming!

Doctor!

Patient!

System!

Ward round!
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Travel agency!

Customer!

Travel
Agent!

System!

Grocery !
store!
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!

!

Both interact 
with system!

No interaction 
between secondary 

user and system!

Primary user act 
as a proxy for the 
secondary user!

Secondary user 
uses information 
from system!
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Usability 
testing!

Method 
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Mobile device !
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Implications for design!

Observations !

Design for the  
secondary users!

Give system feedback !
to the secondary user!

Support nonverbal!
communication!

Use language of !
the secondary user!

Adapt the GUI!
 for the secondary user!

Evaluate with !
secondary users!

The secondary user experience!
SD perspective! UX-perspective!
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UX++!UX!

User Experience!
Observation!

Patient Experience!

Observation!
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Patient Experience!

Observation!

Patient Experience!
Observation!
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Design for !
the secondary user!

Implications for SD!
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Patient experience!

Observasjon!
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If {! } then {! }!

(Customer)!(Travel agent)!

Improving the !
user experience for !
the primary user…%

…can have negative 
consequences for"
the secondary user.%

If {! } then {! }!

(Travel agent)!(Customer)!

Improving the !
user experience for !
the secondary user… %

…can have negative 
consequences for"
the primary user.%
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Action transparency!
Observation !

Give system feedback !
to the secondary user!

Implications for design!
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Nonverbal communication!
Observation !

Nonverbal communication!
Observation !
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Support nonverbal 
communication!

Implications for design!

Support nonverbal !
communication!

Implications for design!
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Shared screen!
Observation !

Tailor the GUI for the customer!
Implications for design!
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Realistic usability test with more people !

Observation !

Evaluate with the secondary user!

Implications for design!
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User interface language!
Observation !

”I will temporary 
cessate Salazopyrin”!

”I will pause the 
migraine medication”!

Use the language !
of the secondary user!

Implications for design!
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Design for the  
secondary users!

Give system feedback !
to the secondary user!

Support nonverbal!
communication!

Use language of !
the secondary user!

Adapt the GUI!
 for the secondary user!

Evaluate with !
secondary users!

The secondary user experience!
SD perspective! UX-perspective!

Customer experience!

!%

secondary user experience!
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